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Mariane Ibrahim is pleased to announce the first solo exhibition with ruby onyinyechi amanze, Thinghood. The
show will be on view from May 7 – June 5, 2021 and will present seven new drawings. To make these works, over
twenty-five different drawings were created, then cut and systematically reassembled into their finished form.
amanze is currently working with a newly reduced capsule of seven recurring elements that include: swimming
pools, ada and audre - who masquerade as swimmers/divers, dancers and pseudo lovers - windows and other
architectural references, okada [motorcycle taxis], pigeons in flight and the paper itself. amanze speaks lovingly
of each of the elements as individual forms. Now having isolated them from their former cohort, they take on
new meaning as the ones that stayed. Human-like beings and inanimate objects ultimately share the same
function; flat forms that interact and move [play] in endless configurations to create a multi-dimensional and
therefore, illogical space.
amanze’s drawings are an illusion; a suggestion of an expansive unnamed world situated between nowhere
and everywhere. Primarily using graphite, fluorescent inks and photo transfers, each layer of space within the
drawing has, with calculation and spontaneity, been negotiated, constructed and ultimately invented.
To build upon the layering of space within the drawing, amanze has begun to explore a process of creating a
final work that consists of overlapping multiple sheets of paper. Taking this one step further and embracing
the puzzle-like element of parts within a whole, the drawings In Thinghood come together towards the end of
the process. amanze removed any semblance of knowing in advance what the works would be and opened
an organic dialogue with the drawings about what they could become. With almost thirty separate units to
compose with, there are virtually infinite possibilities to bend planes and disrupt logic.
Keenly interested in dance, amanze approaches drawing from a chorographic lens. Taking cues from dance
composition she moves the elements across the page considering speed, angles, shapes, entrances/exits and

more. She shares, “I want to heighten my role as a designer and choreographer, both of whom are responsible
for the spatial arrangement of parts, a somewhat magical role steeped in revision, play and cultivating an
understanding of both movement and the power of ‘empty’ space.”
In addition to dance, architecture is a key influence for amanze. Her collection of images of spaces, floor plans,
architectural drawings and ongoing conversations with individuals in architectural spaces are essential elements
to her creative process. There is an objective approach to the way amanze thinks and works, she looks to
language such as architecture for methodologies of arriving at beauty through design and order.
Wherever there is form, there is object and existence. An object embodied by its histories is nevertheless still an
object. Setting narrative aside, or perhaps laying it down wide open, amanze asks her audience to experience
her arrangement of characters and objects as an open narrative. This open invitation allows the viewers to take
part in constructing an ongoing narrative of this world outlined by amanze’s blended vision of architecture,
choreography and fantasy.

BIOGRAPHY:
ruby onyinyechi amanze’s (b. 1982, Port-Harcourt, Nigeria; based in Philadelphia) works on paper explore the
vast and magical potential of space and the balance between magnitude and weightlessness. Incorporating
a working vocabulary of just seven elements, amanze plays with the possibilities of spatial relationships, both
within the page and beyond its borders utilizing custom mounts.
Recurring beings and inanimate objects have the same function; flat forms that interact [play] in endless
configurations to suggest movement through space. Indicators of geography, time and place have been
removed to unify the objects as a collective, while maintaining a sense of ambiguity.
Her research is rooted in various three dimensional expressions, including architecture, design, geometry and
movement/dance languages such as Gaga. amanze is interested in the inherent ability of a work on paper to
appear flat within its perimeter, while also conveying depth and infinite expansion. Exploring form, amanze
incorporates custom-built mounting systems, non traditional frames and manipulates the paper’s surface texture
with layers of medium and acrylic. To remain minimal, yet achieve a spatially complex and poetic essence is the
challenge in amanze’s drawings.
amanze was the recipient of a Fulbright Scholars Award in Drawing to the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, an
Open Sessions participant at the Drawing Center and an artist-in-residence at the Queens Museum. She has
exhibited her work globally including at the California African American Museum, the Drawing Center, and the
Studio Museum in Harlem. In 2019, amanze was named the Deutsche Bank Featured Artist at Frieze New York.
Her work is collected by the Deutsche Museum, Jewish Museum, Studio Museum in Harlem and most recently,
the CCS Bard College Hessel Museum of Art.
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